Azure Pathway
What is Azure Pathway?
Azure Pathway from Servent helps
simplify your journey to the Microsoft
Azure cloud. This journey will be a
disruptive, but this is where Azure
Pathway can assist with the migration
challenges presented.
Servent understand the complexity of
cloud migration. With Azure Pathway
we lessen your migration pain points
as well as being able to help you
realise the benefits of moving to the
cloud.

The Journey to a Modern Enterprise is our proven
approach to moving customers to Azure. Azure Pathway is
an offering which is part of this approach, built from many
years’ experience of moving customers to the cloud.
Azure Pathway from Servent provides a flexible framework
for transitioning and migrating applications, data and
workloads to the cloud whilst at the same time identifying
opportunities for transformation and optimisation.
With Azure Pathway we adopt a three-phase approach for
migrating to the Microsoft Azure cloud, as shown below.

Solution
Azure Pathway is a framework for
migration to Azure. With Azure
Pathway we accelerate your Azure
migration with step-by-step guidance
and technical resources that are
customised for your workloads. We
use a selection of tools and solutions
to help meet your specific needs,
regardless of where you are in your
cloud migration journey.
Benefits
• Detailed discovery and assessment
of applications and infrastructure,
and their suitability for cloud
migration.
• Seamless migration of workloads to
Azure.
• Insight and guidance around
utilisation and optimisation of cloud
services.

Our proven approach has been developed and enhanced
after helping many customers – from small organisations to
the largest enterprises – with their migration to Azure.
We fully understand that migration to the cloud is not
always straightforward. It will be disruptive. It can be
difficult. It will be challenging. We like to think we have all
the answers to help make this journey a less daunting task.
Read on to understand how Azure Pathway can help you
achieve a seamless, friction-free cloud Journey to a
Modern Enterprise.

Modern Enterprise Acceleration

Azure Pathway simplifies cloud migration journey
by creating a framework for assessment, migration
and operational activities.
Application & Server Assessment
Servent will undertake an in-depth assessment of
your existing on-premises infrastructure and
applications. As part of this assessment we will
identify suitable infrastructure and applications as
candidates for migration to Azure.
This includes analysis of workloads that would
benefit from migration to PaaS, as well as
considering server rightsizing opportunities to
minimise cloud spend. We will also highlight any
system dependencies so that you can be sure that
you have complete understanding of your entire
environment.
Grouping & Prioritisation
Understanding how and when to migrate
applications is key. As part of our assessment we
can group and prioritise applications that can be
migrated together along with determining any
resources required on the cloud platform to
support these applications.
Consuming Cloud Services
Organisations can benefit from the adoption of
PaaS services. We identify the best PaaS offerings
for your workloads to ensure you are getting best
value from the platform.

Tool Selection
Selecting the right tools is key to the success
of any cloud migration. With our expert
knowledge, we ensure that the right tooling is
deployed to allow us to efficiently and
securely migrate your workloads and services
to the cloud.
Cloud Cost & Optimisation
Unnecessary cloud spend happens across
many organisations. We always ensure that
customers make the right decisions when it
comes to cloud consumption. We present
relevant information to help you manage and
forecast cloud expenditure.
Config Management & DevOps Automation

We help you make the most of Azure by
introducing tools and processes that promote
smarter working, such as configuration
management, DevOps and automation
capabilities available on the cloud platform.
Training & Knowledge Transfer
The benefits of consuming cloud services will
only be realised if the those supporting the
platform are sufficiently skilled. We will work
with you to ensure that you have the right
blend of knowledge and skills to support your
Journey to a Modern Enterprise.
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